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IS THIS YOU?

This book was written by the Client Success team at Triblio to help the companies 
we advise accelerate their account-based programs. 

If you’re like many of the teams we work with, you’re intellectually curious about 
the possibilities of account-based strategies but need help cutting through the 
hype in order to scale real campaigns that will build pipeline for your company. 

And in that case, we wrote this book for you—specifically to answer these 
questions: 

1. Where should we get started? 
2. How will my program mature over time? 
3. What kinds of campaigns are other account-based teams running? 
4. What metrics and systems should be used to measure the success of 

campaigns?

Ready to start? 

GETTING STARTED
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It takes discipline to create early wins with ABM strategies and 
gradually scale them across an organization. Targeting, team 
alignment, and strategy will all need to evolve over time after 
testing and learning.  

Based on patterns from dozens of ABM program rollouts, the 
following maturity model shows what a typical beginning ABM 
program will look like in four key dimensions, and how that 
program should mature over time. 

Don’t be surprised if your earliest campaigns need to be simplified versions of the 
ideas found in this book - that’s the norm! 

Key 
Strategists

Interaction 
Frequency

Campaign 
Channel

Funnel 
Stage

Content 
Relevancy

ABM Essentials  
Pyramid

WHERE ABM PROGRAMS START,  
AND HOW THEY MATURE

GETTING STARTED
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ABM MATURITY MODEL

GETTING STARTED

Targeting Ownership Complexity Measurement

Advanced Account Journey 
Models

Marketing, Sales, 
Customer Success

Multi-Channel, Full-
Funnel

Pipeline 
Contribution

Intermediate Named Accounts Marketing and 
Sales

Multi-Channel, 
Single Funnel Stage

MQA Production

Beginner Firmagraphics Marketing
Single Channel, 

Single Funnel Stage
Account 

Engagement
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Marketing teams at the “Beginner” phase of ABM program development 
frequently identify a “quick-win” campaign. The idea is to quickly launch 
something basic to supply a new and visible contribution to success. The 
campaign then scales and supports rapid learning and iteration. 

Triblio supports that approach, and would identify a campaign as having the 
following four elements defined:

1. A segment of accounts 
2. An account-oriented goal 
3. Messaging and channel plan 
4. Timing

Now, let’s dive into each element. 

GETTING STARTED

ESSENTIALS FOR A FIRST CAMPAIGN
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1. A SEGMENT OF ACCOUNTS

Not all accounts buy the same. The first obvious target of account-
based campaigns will be your strategic accounts (maybe a “Top 10” list), 
but there are many possibilities beyond that. What other groups of 
account should you target specifically? 

For example:

1. Accounts with Executive Relationships to your Customer Base, 
who may get “sold” almost entirely by a reference (Triblio had an 
account like this close in just two days) 

2. Accounts in a New Target Industry where the security or 
regulatory environment is different 

3. Competitors’ Customers, who may start “mid-funnel” and 
require a more technical, comparative sales process 

4. Former Customers and Closed-Lost Accounts, who need a 
different education and nurture process because of existing 
experience and relationships with your company

GETTING STARTED
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2. AN ACCOUNT ORIENTED GOAL

Lead progress through the funnel doesn’t cut it for measuring 
account-based programs. Your measurement should make 
sense for the segment you’re targeting.  

Metrics tied to an account score threshold, opportunity creation, 
or pipeline influence are a great place to start for understanding 
how your work is influencing an entire account.

GETTING STARTED
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3. MESSAGING AND CHANNEL PLAN

Given your goal (e.g. creating services upsell opportunities with 
brand new customers), what is your message and what channels 
should deliver it? 

Because ABM aims to influence diverse stakeholders, the most 
effective campaigns provide relevant messaging and offers 
across all channels. The consistency ignites stronger user 
experience, engagement, and visitor retention. 

Commonly used channels in early campaigns include:

1. Website Pages 
2. Display Ads 
3. Email Campaigns 
4. Direct Mail 
5. Social Media

GETTING STARTED
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4. TIMING

Properly timed campaigns have a big impact.  Timing each element in a 
campaign is critical - after all, you don’t want to waste an opportunity to engage a 
stakeholder by delivering a stale display ad around an ebook they previously 
downloaded. So, how do you know when to start campaign? 

There are three types of campaigns we regularly see Triblio clients deploy with 
respect to timeframe:

1. Externally triggered, the campaign starts in 
response to an external signal from the account or 
marketing 

2. Internally triggered, the campaign starts in response 
to data in the CRM (e.g. “Account is 90 days from 
renewal with another vendor”) 

3. Evergreen, the campaign runs persistently to capture 
passive engagement from a group of accounts

GETTING STARTED
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ITERATING AND EXPANDING YOUR CAMPAIGNS
Like any other type of campaign, you should plan for learning and iteration - another 
reason we encourage teams to start with simple campaigns that don’t have too many 
variables to adjust. We’ve seen two approaches to this. Some clients start with a single 
segment at one funnel stage and gradually expand the campaign to cover more stages. 
The other model begins the same way, but then tries to replicate success with the same 
idea in other segments.  

Either works, but you should pick your approach ahead of time to keep your team 
focused on the right types of ideation. Expanding your programs sporadically between 
segments and stages will dilute your impact and slow down learning. The goal is to 
eventually have all your key account segments addressed at each funnel stage, and both 
paths can get you there.

Funnel Stage 1 Funnel Stage 2 Funnel Stage 3 Funnel Stage 4

Segment 1 Pilot Campaign Some clients focus on a segment, and iterate down funnel

Segment 2 Other clients 
focus on a stage, 
and iterate with 
multiple 
segments

Segment 3

Segment 4

GETTING STARTED

12
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Section II

ABM CAMPAIGNS
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The campaign plans that appear in the next section of the book follow a consistent 
format*. It’s the format we use when planning campaign strategy with our clients, 
and the goal is to let users easily see what is being done to nurture accounts 
forward in every channel, divided in every major stage of the funnel. 

As you’ll see, stages of the funnel are represented as columns - your account will 
start on the left and move right as they engage more with you. Channels are the 
second dimension, represented in the rows. 

You’re welcome to experiment, but we design and read the campaigns one stage at 
a time, ensuring there is coordination and coherence between all the possible 
touchpoint (channel tactics). 

*This format is maintained for all campaigns except event-specific campaigns which use event timing instead 
of funnel stage.

THE CAMPAIGN FRAMEWORK

ABM CAMPAIGNS
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LANDING ACCOUNTS
Engaging New Accounts and Converting  

 Them to Customers
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Unengaged Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting Brand Awareness ads to contacts

Brand Awareness ads to 
entire account

Website 
Personalization

Homepage: Align banner to prior use case interest 
Pop-up CTA: Link to product demo video 

Resources: Ungate all resources to maximize engagement with buying group

Promote testimonials and 
video content where 

possible

CRM Automation
Reset MQA status and 

update account score as 
engagement changes

Assign follow-up to account 
owner when account-score 

passes MQA threshold

Alert account executive 
when activity spikes or 

account touches “hot” page

Direct Mail Automated direct mail to 
prior executive sponsor

Sales
SDR cadence to contacts to 

probe for interest in re-
engaging

SDR/AE follow-up with key 
contacts when MQA reached

RE-ENGAGE LOST PIPELINE

MARKETING PLAY

Segment: “Closed-lost, no decision” from 3-12 months back 
Goal: Reactivate deals that fell out of pipeline, but are not locked in a competitor’s contract 
Approach: Rebuild awareness and maximize engagement with your contacts, then trigger a handoff to sales
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Unengaged Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting

Promote competitive advantages/differences to relevant departments in the account
Brand Awareness ads to 

entire account

Website 
Personalization

Homepage: Use banner for competitive differentiation messaging 
Pop-up CTA: Link to appropriate testimonials 

Resources: Feature testimonials and ungate videos so account an quickly see what they’re 
missing

Promote testimonials and 
video content where 

possible

CRM Automation
Reset MQA status and 

update account score as 
engagement changes

Assign follow-up to account 
owner when account-score 

passes MQA threshold

Alert account executive 
when activity spikes or 

account touches “hot” page

Microsite
Microsite highlighting 

product differentiation, 
benefits, testimonials, 

custom use cases

Direct Mail Automated direct mail to 
prior executive sponsor

Sales SDR cadence to contacts to 
probe for interest

SDR/AE follow-up with key 
contacts when MQA reached

PING FOR BUYERS REMORSE
Segment: “Closed-lost, no decision” from 9 months back 
Goal: Market to accounts wrapping up their first year with a competitor, probing dissatisfied stakeholders 
Approach: Promote awareness of your differentiation with the competitor to relevant stakeholders

MARKETING PLAY
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Unengaged Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting Messaging specific to your advantages over the competitor

Brand Awareness ads to 
entire account

Website 
Personalization

Homepage: Use banner for competitive differentiation messaging, link to Campaign 
Microsite 

Pop-up CTA: Link to specific testimonial 
Resources: Ungate videos so account can quickly see what they’re missing

Promote testimonials and 
video content where 

possible

CRM Automation Flag as MQA; Alert SDR for 
follow-up

Alert account executive 
when activity spikes or 

account touches “hot” page

Microsite
Build with ungated assets 
specific to the benefits of 
switching to your solution

Sales SDR follow-up with key 
contacts when MQA reached

TARGET COMPETITORS’ CLIENTS
Segment: Customers of a specific competitor 
Goal: Win market-share from specific competitors 
Approach: Reach stakeholders with messaging that positions your strengths relative to competitor, without naming them

MARKETING PLAY
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Unengaged Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting

Target key functions and promote the benefits that users of Product X get by 
implementing your complementary solutions

Expand campaign to entire 
account

Website 
Personalization

Homepage: Align messaging to ads, link to Campaign 
Microsite 

Pop-Up CTA: Link to white paper / ebook about integration

Homepage and Pop-Up 
CTA: Appropriate case study

Promote testimonials and 
video content where 

possible

CRM Automation Flag as MQA; Alert SDR for 
follow-up

Alert account executive 
when activity spikes or 

account touches “hot” page

Microsite
Build resource center 

dedicated to benefits of 
specific integration

Direct Mail
Automated direct mail to 
likely executive sponsor, 

point to microsite

Sales
SDR cadence following 
direct mail to probe for 

interest, linking to microsite

SDR follow-up with key 
contacts when MQA reached

ADD VALUE TO COMPLEMENTARY SOLUTIONS
Segment: Accounts who use a complementary or integrated product 
Goal: Activate the stakeholders who will want to get the most out of existing solutions and could sponsor a deal 
Approach: Target relevant stakeholders with messaging about the value-add of your solution

MARKETING PLAY
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Unengaged Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting

Brand awareness to relevant departments
Brand awareness to entire 

account

Website 
Personalization

Homepage: Align messaging to known needs of account 
Pop-Up CTA: Link to recent, relevant case study

Promote testimonials and 
video content where 

possible

CRM Automation Flag as MQA; Alert SDR for 
follow-up

Alert account executive 
when activity spikes or 

account touches “hot” page

Microsite
Build resource center with 

ungated resources to 
maximize engagement

Direct Mail
Automated direct mail to 
likely executive sponsor, 

point to microsite

Sales
SDR cadence following 
direct mail to probe for 

interest, linking to microsite

SDR follow-up with key 
contacts when MQA reached

Customer Success
Provide past results and 

interest to sales and 
marketing for relevant reach 

out

Join business case call to 
review past successes 

account saw while using 
product

WIN BACK CHURNED ACCOUNTS
Segment: Churned accounts who have a new potential executive sponsor in place 
Goal: Build relationship with new sponsor and maximizing engagement across account 
Approach: Target the new potential sponsor while rebuilding awareness with other stakeholders

MARKETING PLAY
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Unengaged Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting Brand awareness to relevant departments

Brand awareness to entire 
account

Website 
Personalization Pop-Up CTA: Link to recent, relevant case study

Promote testimonials and 
video content where 

possible

CRM Automation Flag as MQA; Alert SDR for 
follow-up

Alert account executive 
when activity spikes or 

account touches “hot” page

Microsite
Build resource center with 

ungated resources to 
maximize engagement

Direct Mail
Automated direct mail to 
newly-installed executive, 

point to campaign microsite

Sales

Account executive with 
existing relationship follows 
up on direct mail campaign 

over email, social

Account owner follow-up 
with key contact when MQA 

reached

CHASE YOUR CHAMPIONS
Segment: Accounts who just hired someone away (a fan of yours) from an existing customer 
Goal: Quickly get into a new account by hitching a ride with the new hire who will advocate for you 
Approach: Target and incentivize the new hire to make you part of their “90 Day Plan”

MARKETING PLAY
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PIPELINE ACCELERATION

Addressing Challenges in the Sales Process
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Unengaged 
Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting

Ads to entire account point to Campaign 
Microsite

Website 
Personalization

Homepage: Message around objection, 
promote campaign microsite

CRM Automation When research activity spikes, assign 
follow-up to Customer Exec

Microsite
Feature sales-selected resources that 

address objection (e.g. ROI case study for 
objection over price)

Sales
Provide materials and explanation to 

sponsor and stakeholders; directly link 
Campaign Microsite

Customer Success Customer Exec reaches out to blocking 
individual offering to discuss solution

OBJECTION HANDLING
Segment: Accounts with open opportunities, blocked by a specific objection 
Goal: Support the sales rep’s efforts to align messaging that addresses the objection 
Approach: Build a microsite dedicated to education the buying group past the objection

SALES PLAY
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Unengaged 
Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting

Ads to entire account point to Campaign 
Microsite

Website 
Personalization

Homepage: Message about comparative 
advantages, promote campaign microsite

CRM Automation When research activity spikes, assign 
follow-up to Customer Success

Microsite Feature sales-selected resources that 
address comparative advantages

Sales
Provide materials and explanation to 

sponsor and stakeholders; directly link 
Campaign Microsite

Customer Success
Customer Success reaches out to key 

persona and offers to discuss competitive 
offering

HEAD TO HEAD
Segment: Accounts with open opportunities, bidding against a specific competitor 
Goal: Support the sales rep’s efforts to position your solution favorably against the competitor 
Approach: Build a microsite dedicated to positioning your solution against the competitor

SALES PLAY
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Unengaged 
Account Engaged Account Qualified Account Pipeline

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting Brand awareness to the entire account

Website 
Personalization

Pop-Up CTA: Point account to their 
personalized Campaign Microsite

CRM Automation When research activity spikes, assign 
follow-up to Account Executive

Microsite
Sales-selected resources specific to the 
opportunity, including sales decks, demo 

videos, and proposal details

Sales
Gather resources for Campaign Microsite; 

Update as more information is gathered on 
account and stakeholder interests

Customer Success
Customer Success rep reaches out to key 

persona and offers in-depth technical 
demonstration and explanation

SOLUTION SALE
Segment: Tier 1 accounts that require highly customized proposals 
Goal: Nurture and build consensus in the buying group for you solution 
Approach: Build a microsite personalized with resources personalized for the specific account

SALES PLAY
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EVENT CAMPAIGNS

Drive Engagement Before, During, and  
After an Event
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Before Event During Event Post Event

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting

Display ads for brand awareness to 
accounts attending event

Display ads to contacts from event 
and their account stakeholders

Website Personalization Sticky Footer: Promote “Meet with Us”  
event incentive to attending accounts

Messaging: Display booth location and 
link to Campaign Microsite 

Footer: Link to Campaign Microsite 

CRM Automation Alert SDR when activity spikes or 
account touches “hot” page

Trigger notification to event team of 
activity on Campaign Microsite

Trigger sales notification or play when 
accounts re-visit the campaign 

microsite

Microsite Microsite with event-specific offers, case studies, testimonials, product and solution information for full and quick 
overview

Sales Prospecting emails to set up meetings 
at the event

Emails to remind contacts to attend 
events/meetings

Follow up with event summary and 
link to Campaign Microsite

CONFERENCE PROMOTION
Segment: Target accounts attending a conference you are sponsoring or attending 
Goal: Gain new contacts and spread awareness of solution offerings 
Approach: Promote brand awareness to book meetings at event

MARKETING PLAY
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Before Event During Event Post Event

Account-Based Display 
Ads and/or Retargeting

Display ads promoting the event
Display ads to customers with open 

opportunity promoting use case

Website Personalization
Promote user conference and specific 

sessions that support the desired 
expansion path

Messaging: Display booth location and 
link to Campaign Microsite 

Footer: Link to Campaign Microsite 

Messaging: On customer login page, 
provide link to Campaign Microsite

CRM Automation Trigger alerts for CSMs that indicate which customers are showing interest in the promote upsell path

Microsite Customer Success build microsite personalized for different use cases, so each customer sees resources and in-
person meeting opportunities related to how that account can expand their use

Customer Success Plan customer dinners that mix newer and more mature accounts,  
so newer accounts can hear about long-term success strategies

USER CONFERENCE 
Segment: Customer accounts eligible for expansion  
Goal: Create inbound upsell opportunities without sales touches 
Approach: Promote a “next best use case” identified by CSMs for each account

CUSTOMER SUCCESS PLAY
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Looking for more on how to get started with an  
account-based strategy?

Visit  www.triblio.com/abm-sessions

http://www.triblio.com/abm-sessions

